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ON STAGE, BACK STAGE, A PLACE FOR EVERYONE

eNote
Dear fellow members,
We need everyone’s help!
Everyone in this club is essential!
There is no doubt that almost 3 years
of COVID and other factors have had
an impact on our club and our members.
On March 30th we had our first committee brainstorming session to meet the challenges of next season and beyond. There were 23 members present.
First let me say we are all grateful for the committee
chairs that have served us. We will meet again in
April and will encourage more members to participate. We want to hear your ideas. This is critical to
the club’s success.
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IT WAS BIG COMEDY ON A SMALL STAGE
Many can attest to this fact: a small stage produces big comedy when it comes to our Cabaret
Players. That was exactly what transpired when
some of the funniest skits were presented in
Spring into Laughter in early March.
By appearances, one would think a conversation
between two sane and apparently intelligent
women would be rather rational. Not so, as
Leanne Evans and Irene
Richie played the roles of
two friends obsessed with living on the edge
by watching frequent news of the imminent
world’s end. In The World’s Ending. Again,
the timing of their back and forth banter got
the giggles going in the Cimarron nightclub.
Enter Daniel Harris to validate the entire bi- Leanne, Daniel, and Irene
zarre situation.

Some of the challenges addressed and a few excerpts
from that meeting are:
• Recruitment of new members: We spoke about
Inside the Department of the Exterior
Ambassadorship. This practice has been used
we met Fern Bentkover’s portrayal of
successfully by Robin Kachurak and the Granevery frustrating government authority
dettes.
one has had the pleasure of “dealing
• A few key areas identified that are important to
the club’s success where either committee chairs
with”. And frustrating it was for Daniel
are vacant or desiring part-time and/or need adHarris, who was there with a simple reditional help are Cabaret Players, Hospitality, Set
quest. It appeared they were speaking
Design, Marketing, Costumes, Makeup, Sound,
the same language, but the communicaLights, Photography, and Education. Many curtion was rocky at best. The end solution
rent chairpersons want to participate part-time
to his problem really hit the spot - the
or want to take a break from leadership. In some
Fern and Daniel
cases, taking on an entire season is too much
culmination of bureaucracy mixed with
work and responsibility. How do we fill this gap? lack of reasoning! The audience was fully laughing at how familiar a
• How do we recruit, get more people involved, situation this was and enjoying every minute of it!
how do we give them the tools they need?
Then one by one they entered and took their
We need to recruit new members and volunteers. In seat, arranged in a single row theater style.
many cases we have many people who have said on
Of course Silent Movie would be just that.
their membership applications they would like to
Not the movie, the skit - the characters did
participate in these areas, but do not want to take a
not speak one word. This was a gem. Each
chair position or they have no experience.
motion of a character resulted in the consecu• How do we make the workload lighter, by shartive motion of the next character down the
Cont’d p.2
ing committee responsibilities?
line, and so on. The facial expressions, the
Spread responsibilities and shows among a group of
quick knee-jerk movements, the character’s
people; one show at a time rather than a committee
demeaner and watching the individual reacchair having the responsibility of all shows.
Ralph and Patti
tions were priceless. Each separate little sceOne of the positive and creative solutions from this
nario created another wave of laughter. Kudos to this ensemble of
meeting was to form a steering committee for the
Cabaret Players. Flo Katcher offered to help the ad- Norris Carpenter, Patti Hovan, Ralph Julianelle, Dick White, Ruth
Carpenter and Judy Owen.
min form the Cabaret Players steering committee.
Martha and Dick White will serve as advisors/
Congratulations to Stan Debber, Linda Chesney, Gerry Seaburg, and
mentors. Put back the fun, skits, and improv playGail Leibowitz for their spot-on directing!
groups.
See eNote p. 4
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A Smash Hit to the Outside
A Home Run for The Outsider!

BIG COMEDY (cont’d)

Season ticket holders already had theirs, but could we
interest folks to purchase tickets to see a play about politics?
We did, and what a show they saw. The intro of two serious
characters, played by Judy Shields as Paige Caldwell and
Mark-Alan Clemente as Dave Riley “set the stage”, as they
say, for some serious political planning.
Ruth……….Judy……....Dick…......Ralph…….Patti…...Norris

Do you know Zsa Zsa? We were fortunate to have her make
an appearance in Ten Years Younger. This bigger than life
pseudo “cosmotologist”, played
by Linda Chesney took over the
stage and the face of B.J. Homchick, who played Jane, the client. Surely the make-over would
be simulated, right?
‘No, my dear,’ as
Zsa Zsa would say,
we watched as lotion, eye shadow,
Linda and BJ
blush and lipstick
was applied to the face of BJ right in front of
the audience, complete with Zsa Zsa’s commentary of trashy women, ex-husbands,
chemically laden beauty products and anyBJ
thing else she had an opinion on. What a
trooper BJ was to go through the “transition” live on stage
for 3 performances!
Hosted by producers Gerry and David
Seaburg, who delighted the audience
with their jokes and their entertaining
banter, it was another great performance by our Cabaret Players; confirming big comedy does happen on a small
stage!

Gerry and Dave

Mark and Judy

Judy, Rosalie and Mark

Enter Louise Peakes, Rosalie Chapman, who transformed
serious to senseless! It was love at first sight as Rosalie captured the audience who just couldn’t wait to hear what would
come out of her mouth next. And plenty did.
The “outsider”, Dave Sikes, made
a quick appearance, only to make
a quick disappearance in the drapery. As Ted Newley, Dave
brought the audience on his personal journey struggling at first
lacking confidence, being influDave
enced by others and yet evolving
to be the good guy we all wanted to win.
Louise Peakes. The office temp so polite, so gracious and so eager to please.
Rosalie’s portrayal of this endearing character had the audience immediately. Who
would suspect that such a harmless addition
to the Governor’s staff would twist the best
laid plans of a political savvy advisor and
Rosalie
sharp pollster into a tornado! It was either
ride along with Louise, or get out of the way.
Cont’d p. 3

You will see some of your favorite performers, who under the direction of Joyce Stern Greenberg, will
take you on a nostalgic and musical journey from the ‘20s to the ‘20s. Our Grandettes will dance to
tunes reminiscent of the eras, and watching some of these skits one might think they have tuned into an
Ed Sullivan show! Comedy like we loved, and music we loved to sign along to. This creation of Joyce’s,
on hold during Covid, is sure to delight everyone. Not to be forgotten, Hollywood’s great movie classics
of the 40’s, the rock ‘n roll of the 50’s, moving all the way to 2020 is a journey you won’t want to miss.
Twenty-eight entertainers on stage. Really? Your friends: Fred Anderson, Annie Banton, Mark Banton,
Kathy Boland, Eileen Brooks, Ruth Carpenter, Rosalie Chapman, Sharon Costa, Stan Debber, Don
Greenberg, Earle Greenberg, Sandy Greenberg, Daniel Harris, Jim Haubrich, George Isley, Katie Iverson, Wendell Iverson, Howard Klemmer, John Koller,
"We're dedicating this show to the memory of our dear friend,
Charlene Chapman-Madden, Jeff Martini, Jean
Vicki Breslow, who contributed immensely to the graphic design
McCurdy, Paula McKenny, Irene Richie, Dave Seaburg, of the many projections that tell the story of "From the '20s to the
Gerry Seaburg, Linda Sheehan, Pamela Weir, and Tom '20s." In addition, I'm so grateful to our Kay Ford who so graZades.
ciously and creatively took over where Vicki left off.
Produced by Jolene Nerdahl
Music Direction by Katie Iverson
Stage Managers Donna O’Donnell Figurski
and Leanne Evans

How fortunate I feel to have had the experience of working with
two such fine, talented people on this project."

Joyce Stern Greenberg, Director
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The Outsider (cont’d)
The steady and moral support of the
governor’s aide, Dave Riley, played by
one of our favorite guest directors and
actor Mark-Alan Clemente, added a
constant calming influence to the mix.
Except when Mark finally totally lost
it with all the craziness and trying to
keep Louise under control. The poor
man finally broke, ending up on the
floor in the fetal position.
Jeff and Mark
As the loyal aide, Mark was very hesitant to endorse the tactical and calculated methods of Arthur
Vance, played by Jeff Martini.
Would one describe a snake as
being sharp? In this case, yes.
Arthur’s plan was sure to increase
Ned’s popularity, much to Dave’s
resistance. After all, it’s not who
you are, it’s who people think you
are, and Arthur Vance the expert,
had a plan.
He would create a persona for
Mark, Dave and Jeff
Ned sure to win the public’s favor,
and give him the scripted exposure on TV. Pat Halon as the
instinctive and curious TV reporter, Rachel Parsons, caught
onto this ruse quickly. Her stoic cameraman, A.C. Petersen, played by Peter
Nonas was obviously a deep
thinker. Not speaking very
much, when he did, his
words left a deep impact on
the very impressionable new
governor, Ned. His thoughtPat and Mark
ful insight may have very well
Peter
helped Ned focus on his path.

It wasn’t long before Louise unintentionally integrated
into this mix, and due to a serious of sidesplitting incidents became the candidate
for Lt. Governor! Even Arthur Vance had
to agree she was the perfect “outsider”, and
moved his focus to promoting her. Remember, it’s not who you are, but who
people think you are. It was not much of a
stretch for Louise.
Lulu, as she
became known as, under the
care of Arthur, launched her
campaign complete with
cheerleaders, played by Sandra Weiss, Jennifer Pearce,
Ruth Carpenter, Jane McKnight and Kathy Dennis.
Under the direction of Eileen Brooks and producer Kathy
Marker, this play knocked it out of the park with the talents of Dave, Mark, Judy, Jeff, Rosalie, Pat, Peter, and Bill.
Special thanks to Bill Shields for appearing as A.C. Petersen in Peter’s absence. Their performances hit the mark
with comedy, ridiculously silly events, quick and witty delivery, and a perfect ending. The audiences laughed so
much the actors barely could get their next lines out. A
funny play about politics? Yes we did!

Special recognition to
Jim Haubrich
as "Ex-Governor Larry
Clarke", who maintained his
steady smile throughout the
play!

Applause! Applause! To all the helpers!

We don’t have pictures of
all the folks, tech, sound,
lighting, the ushers, the
painters, set design, costumes, props, graphic
designer, hair and wig
stylist, dressers, and
make-up artists…..but we
YOU ALL!!
Thank you!
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eNote (cont’d)
This Cabaret Players group will meet to divvy admin,
production and creative aspects and will bring their recommendations to the Board how to structure the process.

•

Provide opportunities for new members to have an
opportunity to participate as some positions have
been filled by the same person for years.

•

The need for education in the areas of acting, production, directors, tech.

COME TO THE

SEE YOUR FRIENDS

There was discussion on all the gaps and improvements
needed. But this is not something that can be solved in 3
hours and without participation.
It was a productive first step. But as I stated before, each
one of you are important and are part of the solution.
The Board encourages you to take part in the next meeting. If you cannot attend, please send in any ideas you
might have to help the club for the future.

Look for an email address soon for that purpose.

Eileen
I'm a true believer in the strength of teamwork, in
the power of dreams, and in the absolute necessity
of a support structure.
Julie Payette

Philip

Wahls

April 2

Linda

Sheehan

April 8

Tom

Copeland

April 17

Earle

Greenberg

April 21

David

Seaburg

April 22

Eileen

Brooks

April 23

Joy

Kreick

April 27

WELCOME NEW MEMBER

Much appreciation to Cathy Pierce for the wonderful photos
she took of the Cabaret Players and The Outsider.

Margaret Boll

